October Graduation Ceremony 2010

The Chancellor, Hon. Sally Thomas AM, presiding

Darwin Convention Centre
Friday 15 October 2010
A Message from the Chancellor

As Chancellor of Charles Darwin University it is an honour and a privilege to congratulate the graduands of 2010.

Based on 50 years of education tradition, Charles Darwin University was formed through the merger of the Northern Territory University, Centralian College, the Northern Territory Rural College and the Menzies School of Health Research. This state of the art institution has grown into a place of learning for an increasing number of Territorians and people from across our nation and the world.

Charles Darwin University offers a fresh approach to education, with a wide range of study options, excellent standards of teaching and an engaging learning environment. This is a university that aims to inspire its students to acquire the skills and knowledge to change their world for their own good and the good of the community.

As well as being a celebration of knowledge, graduation ceremonies allow students to share their pride and satisfaction in achieving their goals with their family, friends, and the University staff who have supported and encouraged them throughout their studies.

Graduation should not be a farewell to Charles Darwin University. We look forward to welcoming back graduates as members of the Alumni or through continuing formal studies and to the many symposia, lectures, concerts and events held at the University each year.

Congratulations again to the graduates of 2010. We have no doubt we will be hearing of your achievements in your work and the community in the future.

Hon. Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
This is a very important evening in your life as you graduate from Charles Darwin University. You will have grown in knowledge and understanding during your time as a student at the University and, by making the most of your university experiences will make a difference not only to your own future and that of your family but importantly to the Northern Territory and the community in which you live and work.

You are part of a dynamic and rapidly changing world particularly in the generation of new knowledge and innovative approaches to solving complex globally relevant problems – ongoing change is quite simply part of life. Change also provides opportunities and challenges that I hope you will embrace and as a result make a real contribution to the adaptive and evolving society that we live in. Remember Charles Darwin, the namesake of our University once said, “It is not the strongest of the species that survive, not the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.”

We live in an age where information on any subject is growing at an ever-increasing rate and technology is rapidly changing the way we live, work and enjoy ourselves. To respond to this changing environment, and to be a successful contributor to it, you must continue to learn and to strive to apply what you have learned to the challenges you face. I hope your time at Charles Darwin University has given you a thirst for lifelong learning and that you will be open to new ideas, and to doing things differently and for the better in the years ahead.

As a graduate of Charles Darwin University, you join the alumni of a university that provides vibrant learning, life-changing experiences and graduating individuals with the ability to be excellent thinkers, workers and members of society: a university that equips its graduates with the generic skills to thrive in a complex world.

I hope you have enjoyed your university experience and that you will continue to learn and, through your words and actions, contribute to the development and reputation of Charles Darwin University, a university that aspires to work with its alumni, wherever they may be, to provide an enriching experience.

This evening is one of celebration; you have achieved a significant milestone and we are proud of you. We join with your family and friends in saying “congratulations” and best wishes for a bright and rewarding future.

Professor Barney Glover
Vice-Chancellor
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
Processional: *Gaudeamus Igitur*,
(Voxcrox-Darwin Community Choir)

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem
(Voxcrox-Darwin Community Choir)

Welcome
The Chancellor, Hon. Sally Thomas, AM

Awarding of the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Letters Honoris Causa to
Mr Daryl Manzie

Occasional Address
Mr Daryl Manzie

Musical Presentation
DMS Guitar Trio - *Guitar Trio* by Leonard Von Call

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards

Primary Industries and Community Services Division
Language and Literacy Division
Trades Division
Business and Service Industries Division
Presented by the Pro Vice-Chancellor, Vocational Education and Training
Dr Barry McKnight

Law, Business and Arts
Presented by the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Law, Business and Arts
Professor Gary Davis

Education Health and Science
Presented by the Executive Dean of the Faculty of Education Health and Science
Dr Scott Snyder

Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledge and Education
Presented by the Pro Vice-Chancellor Indigenous Leadership
Professor Steven Larkin

Institute of Advanced Studies
Presented by the Director of the Institute of Advanced Studies
Professor Robert Wasson

Doctor of Philosophy
Presented by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research and International
Professor Robert Wasson

Medals

The Chancellors Medal - Higher Education
Ms Martha Finn

Graduand Response
Mr Michael William Podgorny

The Academic Procession will retire, the Assembly Standing
Recessional: *Rondeau*
Annette Dougall  
Thesis Title: *Australian Leishmania Lifecycle Investigation*

In 2003 a little known parasite, Leishmania n. sp., was isolated as the cause of lesions in red kangaroos located in the Northern Territory. The parasite had never been seen before in Australia. This project aimed to investigate the lifecycle of Australian Leishmania by incriminating both a vector (biting insect) and reservoir (animal) of the parasite.

New cases of skin lesions were identified and characterised in northern wallaroos, a black wallaroo and agile wallabies. Overall, local antilopine wallaroos and agile wallabies presented with high exposure and tolerance to the parasite, implicating them as reservoirs.

To find the vector, trapping of sand flies (known vectors worldwide) was undertaken in two Leishmania hot spots. No association between Leishmania and sand flies was found. Alternative vectors present in the Darwin rural area were then investigated. For the first time, evidence linking day-feeding midges as the biological vector of Leishmania is presented. This finding will have massive implications in the understanding of the Leishmania lifecycle worldwide.

Sharon Kathleen Harwood  
Thesis Title: *Planning for Community Based Tourism in Remote Areas: Bird watching in Arfak Mountains West Papua*

The purpose of the research was to investigate how a remotely located community makes decisions about the supply of a bird watching tourism product. A mixed methods research strategy was applied. The results from 714 birdwatchers from the United Kingdom and Australia; and 51 Tour Operators located world wide were surveyed to determine those characteristics inherent to a bird watching product and those that differentiate the product within a product range. The qualitative analysis of the decision making process found that the case study community planned for development in isolation to knowledge about tourists preferences for development and chose to focus on the Tour Operator perceptions of market demand. The results found that planning knowledge that sustains the development within the locale can be internally produced and more credible that quantifiable data. The thesis concluded that a place based conceptualisation of planning theory for development in remote areas is required.

Damien Samuel Jacobsen  
Thesis Title: *Domestic Tourists 4WDing in Central Australia: Implications for Desert Aboriginal People*

Mr Jacobsen’s PhD aimed to highlight how gaining a deeper understanding of Australian tourists 4WDing in the desert may be crucial for determining the involvement of desert Aboriginal people in tourism. The first step in this research was to ask some Australian tourists in Central Australia to discuss their personal photographs about their desert 4WDing experiences. The next step was to analyse these interviews and photographs in order to identify social, historical and political issues related to Australian tourists 4WDing in the desert. Various findings were raised, including the issue that Australian 4WDers like ‘exploring the desert’, often by following in the footsteps of European explorers. From these findings, the PhD highlights various opportunities and challenges that affect the future involvement of desert Aboriginal people in tourism. Importantly, this PhD recognises how tourism can play a vital role in Reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in this country.

Gillian Louise McCloskey  
Thesis Title: *Riparian Gully Erosion in the Victoria River District*

This thesis investigated the causes of riparian gully erosion along the Victoria River, and whether the introduction of cattle to the region in the late 1800’s caused the problem, or made it worse. Various methods were employed, including aerial photo analysis, ground-truthing, and dating techniques using fallout radionuclides, a result of nuclear weapons testing in the 1950’s. The research identified erosion features called gully complexes, comprised of a flood drainage channel (FDC) or large gully), and an outer, amphitheatre shaped, erosion feature comprised of an alluvial zone, and badlands at the upslope edge. The results suggest the FDC is a naturally occurring feature, most likely formed during floodplain development. The outer erosion feature is likely linked to the introduction, and continued grazing, of cattle in the area.
Steven Ye Ching Tong
Thesis Title: The clinical and molecular epidemiology of community-associated Staphylococcus aureus in northern Australia

The aim of this project was to describe the epidemiology of Staphylococcus aureus (golden staph), a major human pathogen, in northern Australia and to develop molecular tools (genetic fingerprinting techniques) to discriminate different clones. Clinical S. aureus isolates were prospectively collected at the Royal Darwin Hospital and molecular typing performed.

The annual incidence of S. aureus bloodstream infections was six times higher in the Indigenous compared to the non-Indigenous population. Patterns of clinical disease differed according to the presence of a toxin, Panton-Valentine leukocidin, but not according to resistance to β-lactam antibiotics (MRSA).

It is likely that MRSA has arisen in S. aureus lineages in remote Indigenous communities where staphylococcal disease is highly prevalent. Investigations into alternative treatments effective against MRSA for staphylococcal skin disease in remote communities were commenced.
Certificate I in Conservation and Land Management
Andrew Liddy
Francis Miler
Joseph Parry

Certificate I in Horticulture
Liam Dixon
Martina Foster
Clive James
Joseph Patrick Kelly
Terazita Nelson
Rhianna Robertson
Tahlia Small
Jamillah Waake

Certificate I in Rural Operations
Matthew Atkins
Darcy Capes
Grant Haley
Matthew Hughes
Reagan Hughes
Alex MacPherson
Rebekah Morrison
Gabrielle Read
Teresa-Maria Szeremenda
Colin Williams

Certificate II in Agriculture
Holly Simone Bates-Crighton
Corrina Clark
Stephanie Vanessa Coombes
Gemma Dodd
Skeet Fleetwood
Prue Maree Garside
Katherine Lee Hastie
Sarah Henry
Kieren Liddy
Ian Christopher Medwin
John Mort
Suzannah Northcott
Barry Paul
Nicole Adele Paul
Andrew Pocock
Carl Roberts
James Simmons
Alycia Mary Lee Smith
Sara Ann Smith
Casey Michael Tasker
Victoria Umbilgurri
Max Vowell
Jamie Mathew Williamson
Christopher Winter

Certificate II in Animal Studies
Melissa Ellen Moss
Stevie-Rose Stoll

Certificate II in Conservation and Land Management
Wayne Armstrong
Steven Booth
Peter Braybon
Emily Burkitt
Emron Campbell
Angela Lynette Danks
Rex Edmunds
Danielle Fejo
Leslie Gordon
Granville Inkamala
Waleve Mae Marree Jolly
Colin Billy Joseph
Casey Kenny
Jermaine Kenny
Malcolm James Kenny
Cecilia Lewis
Christian Bruce Malbunka
Aaron Meneri
Guykuda Mununggurr
Lulpangi Mununggurr
Yiliyarr Mununggurr
Simon Ponto
Lee-Ann Roberts
Julie Roy
Patricia Anne Sailor
Sarah Seppings
Christopher Ungwanaka
Damien Williams
Nicholas Woo

Certificate II in Horticulture
Sara Lorayne Bliss
Kyle Mark Mappas
Jose Salvador Soares
Andi Taupan

Certificate II in Rural Operations
Justin Giuemelli
Steele Harrower
Scott Anthony Jenkins
Tara Garnet Meldrum
Brett Woods-Alum

Certificate II in Seafood Industry (Aquaculture)
Julien Puig

Certificate II in Seafood Industry (Fisheries Compliance Support)
Matthew Djirrimarra Atu
Captain Brown
Dion Cooper
Justin Cooper
William Dennis
Samson Dudanga
Nicholas Peter Fitzpatrick
Graham Friday
Ralph Marrayumba Garrawur
Samual Gulwa
Colin James
Rodney King
Russell Lalara
Lazarus Lami Lami
Primary Industries and Community Services Division

Napunda Marawili  
James Marrawal  
Ronnie Miller  
David Banul Munyarryun  
Boniface Nemarluk  
Solomon O’Ryan  
Damien Pracy  
Clarry Rogers  
Victor Rostron  
Keith Sailor  
Ganbilpil Patrick White  
Robert Yawarnju

Certificate III in Aged Care Work  
Marilyn Joy Karpany

Certificate III in Agriculture (Beef Production)  
Charles Graham  
Jacklyn Lisa Hayes  
Andrew Pocock  
Anthea Maree Swain  
Max Vowell

Certificate III in Children’s Services  
Tracy Ann Bound  
Luisa Chang  
Vicki Doevendans  
Sharon Elizabeth Dunn  
Anthony James Haggett  
Melissa Holden  
May Anne Ifurung  
Yangdong Li  
Joanne Mary Moller  
Rachel Therese Ellen Murphy  
Chelsea Lea Norton  
Patricia Palos  
Dorte Petersen  
Ana Carolina Seuanez-De Clouett  
Debbie Stringer  
Lies Wahyuni  
Brenda Kathleen Walker  
Annette Maree Walters  
Elizabeth Wilton  
Susineth Papas Wood

Certificate III in Community Services Work  
Mathew William Anderson  
Ross James Hammond  
Julie-Ann Hatton  
Malati Marawili  
David Dhangatji Mununggurr  
Lirrpiya Mununggurr  
Morri Mununggurr  
Shiva Kumar Ramaswamy  
Barak Sambono  
Djawuyma Wanambi  
Guyurrminy Wunungmurra

Certificate III in Conservation and Land Management  
Troy James Croton  
Michael John Gillies  
Nathan Harrison  
Debbie Lyn Knight  
Brendan Lewis  
Krys Roberts  
Sagar Virdi

Certificate III in Disability Work  
Elizabeth Louise Brook  
Danielle Pierreette Yamada

Certificate III in Health Services Assistance  
Luzvinim Borinaga  
Leanne Browne  
Susan Chapman  
Lynne Maree Cox  
Mary Ann De Sousa  
Arthur Gomes  
Susan Kaye Hollis  
Angelina I  
Christine Jones  
Rommel Gimpaya Laurinaria  
Craig William Lewis  
Bernard Odhiambo  
Virginia Richardson  
Susan Julie Witwicki

Certificate III in Seafood Industry (Aquaculture)  
Julien Puig

Certificate IV in Alcohol and Other Drugs Work  
Melisa Jane Downie  
Rebecca-Rae Lehmann  
Joanne Lesley Pereira

Certificate IV in Community Services Work  
Wendy Elizabeth Cole  
Kylie King  
Joanne Lesley Pereira  
Jennifer Cecila Stewart  
Deborah Maree White

Certificate IV in Conservation and Land Management  
Leanne Dzendolet  
Mary- Anne Leggett  
Andrew Scott Peckham  
Anthony Brett Shorten

Certificate IV in Disability Work  
Marie Evelyn MacKintosh
Certificate IV in Education Support
Sally Eve Adams
Stephanie Gabrielle Dodin
Ann-Maree Duncan
Sharon Forsyth
Carolyn Anne Gardiner
Mona-Liza Geronimo
Rebecca Brenda Holstead
Maree Cecile Jeffery
Lara Kershaw
Carol King
Penny Kirby
Kirsty Adele May
Nicole Montgomery
Virginia Murray
Kylie Robson
Julie Sauerwald
Ankhbayar Sharavsambuu
Bronwyn Elizabeth Sim
Anna Maria Smith
Stephen Christopher Spain
Annie Taylor
Imke Van Meijel
Bernadette White

Certificate IV in Out of School Hours Care
Veronica Rosales

Certificate IV in Youth Work
Julie-Ann Hatton
Alice McDonald
Gemma McDowell

Diploma of Children’s Services
Tracy Ann Bound
Jade Marie Browne
Regina Crowley
Valma Joy Eaton
Piyum Gayani Perera

Diploma of Children’s Services
(Early Childhood Education and Care)
Maree Keeling

Diploma of Conservation and Land Management
Gentry Carlow
Muangchon Khomklang
Pradeep Palanisamy
Christopher James Spurr
Certificate I in Spoken and Written English
Rashid Ahmed
Johnson Arumugam
Jose Cameirao
Sreypum Chan
Fatumo Dimbil Muhumed
Chieu Anh Duong
Bare Mohamed Farah
Sea Gris
Fatuma Hassan Ahmed
Wakinem Hermanto
Pecharat Hughes
Rahmo Hasan Hussein
Bajuludeen Jainullabudeen
Serena Jensen
Yangun Jiang
Thanaboon Jitpanit
Suthaharan Ketharam
Pranom Kulsuwan
Chhon Bouy Ly
Christine Mandou
Kepic Marko
Luzviminda Moreau
Thi Ngoc Dung Nguyen
Roshi Pereira Cameirao
Arunee Sananphai
Huyen Ngoc Tran
Maria Anisia Usboko
Hser Wah
Lysette Wangezono
Patience Wesseh
Mei Hua Yao

Certificate II in Spoken and Written English
Xiuhong Chen
Sadio Dahir Abdi
Maritha Fayia
Aline Harerimana
Nuryanti Harsalikkah
Mandela Lemi
Dan Li
Hong Li
Amber Lohar
Nyinyipoutya Mfongwot
Mariyah Nurko
Vilaiporn Wegener
Yan Wei
Lin Ping Yang
Wanju Zhang

Certificate III in Spoken and Written English
Mohammed Ahmed Yossuf
Dirce Andrade Valente
Mia Agustine Andrianti
Kabwe Badidike
Jee An Beltran
Nida Bilal
Ying-Fan Chen
Ahmed F Abdi Elmi
Rapeeporn Gibson
Daniel Kroll
Thi My Loan Nguyen
David Otim Oola
Maria Intan Pertama
Widaryati Roggieroe
Yanci Ruan
Yajaira Elizabeth Santana Martinez
Mami Shuto
Chandrina Tidalgo

Certificate IV in English Proficiency
Chalida Wanna Ellingsen
Kani Man
Rakhmawati Pramono
Trades Division

Certificate I in Automotive
Christopher Amiet
Matthew Atkins
Joel Bennett
Conway Bush-Blanasi
Christopher Buzza
Alphonso Carew
Steven Carew
Dean Charles Farquharson
Koith Farrell
Sebastian Hodgson
Gary Inverway
Jeffred John
Mitchell Johnston
Kayle Kossack
Andrew Raymond Lowe
Lex McInerney
Cedrick Ngurrwuthun
Jermaine Ponto
Gabrielle Read
Daniel Roddenby
Edward Malcolm Steven Shaw
Teresa-Maria Szememenda
Gordon Ulamari
Damien Woods

Certificate I in Engineering
Wesley Dhurrkay
Isaac Edwards
Fabian Djarrgandi Gurrawiwi
Samuel Mulmulpa Gurrawiwi
Hayden Shane Gregory Jude
Thanh Nguyen
Thien Nguyen
Joseph Pillay
Shaun Nimirritji Winunguj
Trevor Allan Wortley
Terence Wunungmurra

Certificate I in Resources and Infrastructure Operations
Jack Albury
Damien Alum
Darren Anderson
Kyatan Angeles-Smith
Caitlyn Arnold
Hayden Robert Blohm
Billo Maurice Bourne
Jack Bruce
Peter Corbett
Steven Dhurulvu Dhurrkay
Polly Dixon
Justin Fitz
Nicholas Foster
Dennis Gorlick
Donnia Myree Gorlick
Alkira Lee Patricia Johnson
Ralph Nigel Kelly
Mabel Jessica Latzer
Joseph Liddy
Joseph Patrick Lowah
Stuart Yiwarri McGrath

Certificate II in Automotive
Alston Nelson
Robert Shane Palmer
Richard Peace
Dennis Peter Raymond
Gordon Richards
Nicole Haley Salzgeber
William Salzgeber
Ludwig Mataatj Schebeck
Kristen Ugle
Trevor Wall
Nimiripin Robert Wunungmurra
Damien Yunupingu

Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical (Air Conditioning)
Roelend Ainsworth
Graham Andrew Baulch
Bradley Brittain
Charles Albert Dowse Collins
Jason Ross Francis
David Robert Holt
Joseph Isaac Jagst
Richard Paul Johnson
Scott McLean
Daniel Niceforo
Wayne Anthony Pickard
Patrick Richardson
Jonetani Koulotu Rika
Jarryd Tellam
Robert Tucker
Ha Yong
John Zelley

Certificate II in Construction
Sylas Matthew Jentian

Certificate II in Electrotechnology Remote Area Essential Services
Kelvin Bamaga
Scott Maralngurra
Cameron Clifford Noel Rankine

Certificate II in Engineering
Rohan Bartholomew Neil
Solomon Lawrence Renata

Certificate II in Metalliferous Mining Operations (Processing)
Marion Mary Clark

Certificate III in Automotive (Electrical)
Jarrad Franz Evans

Certificate III in Automotive (Mechanical - Heavy Vehicle Mobile Equipment, Plant/Earth Moving/Agricultural)
Joseph Isaac Jagst

Certificate III in Automotive (Mechanical - Heavy Vehicle Road Transport)
Cameron Abbott
Trades Division

Certificate III in Automotive
(Mechanical - Light Vehicle)
George Tsapalianas

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Mobile Equipment)
William Barry Dowse Collins
David Robert Holt
Benjamin James Lewis
Cody Lee Simpson

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Road Transport)
Lucas James Hovell
James Collingwood King
Andrew Murphy
Peter Tanonef
Craig John Welfare
Luke Andrew Young

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Light Vehicle)
Matthew Robert John Berry
Xavier Augustine Thorbjornsen

Certificate III in Carpentry
Guy Marshall Clarke
James Telford Hannah
Jeffrey James Harvey
Callum James Hatt
Drew Hughes
Logoro Martin Kenyi
Andrew Kerr
Travis King
Theo Kyriacou
Lindsay Brenton O’Hea
Jack Lachlan Page
Philip James Pattemore
Thomas Dylan Pugh
Broderick Andrew Sankey
Riki Wiramu Mana Swanson
Ryan Ronald Tye
Ashley Warner

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Refrigeration and Airconditioning
Gary Buenfield
Shaun John Reginald Tracey

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Systems Electrician
Steven Benjamin Baker
Robert Blanch
Jhana Vesakha Cowham
Adrian Lachlan Croft
Lewis Samuel Dickeson
Aaron Christopher Doust
Mitchell Doyle
Brian Hardwick
Ian Cameron Hogan

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Nicholas Karpathios
Rebecca Kate Langley
Daniel Neville Lister
Andrew McArthur
Kyle McBean
Bradley John Moar
Adam Robert Osborne
Zenek James Radomski
Adam Brian Richards
Luke Peter Roe
George Roussos
Steven Douglas Stone
Scott Wood
Daniel Jeffrey Zovko

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Jeffrey Peter Blomley
Benjamin Joshua Frost

Certificate III in Engineering (Mechanical Trade)
Riley Salaman Majid

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Heavy Fabrication)
Kai Robert Argent
Michael James Ronald Clack
Dion Forbes
Phillipos Hadjikyriacou
Lincoln Sheedy

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Light Fabrication)
Liam Ross Hunter

Certificate III in Gas Fitting
Russell Clark
Simon John Paul

Certificate III in Meat Processing (Meat Retailing)
Tammy Isabella Gleeson
Daniel Lee Saba

Certificate III in Plumbing
Wayan Budalasia
Matthew Aaron Cook
Rui Inacio De Sousa
Darren Walter Ewing
Manuel Peter Hatzismalis
Percy William Brind House
Michael Nathan Koole
Christopher James McRae
Wade Heath McWilliams
Justin Luke Moulds
Bill Vasilios Mousellis
Nathaniel James Patterson
Michael Sisois
Adam Travon
Patrick William Whitehead
Jack Wright
Trades Division

Certificate III in Process Plant Operations
Geoffrey Brian Campisi
Malcolm Farmer
David Robert Knowler
Ben Moran
Earl Joseph Pickerin
Peter Ross
Vlad Sedov
David Simmonson
Peter James Talbot
Michael Edward Andrew Wall
David Francis Whiting
Clinton Williams

Certificate III in Roof Plumbing
Jared Payne

Certificate III in Transport and Distribution (Warehousing and Storage)
Christopher Allan
Ross Desmond Campbell
Brendon Daly
Bryan Edward Dennis
Simon Johnston
Bradmel Matugas
William Nery
Frank Henry Stokes
Kerry Noel Wilkinson

Certificate III in Transport and Logistics (Warehousing and Storage)
Raymond Hobbs
Geoffrey Huxtable
Justin Kennedy
Steve Librino
Melissa Smith

Certificate IV in Building and Construction (Building)
Robert Paul Boyce
Phillip Murray Ebert
Peter Frank Hoschke
Robert James King
John Lambrinidis
Anthony Roy McLean
Bradley James Parsons
Terence Schulz
Sarah Anne Smith
James Nathan Taylor
David Thompson
Simon James Arthur Turner

Certificate IV in Process Plant Technology
Brookes Atkinson
Ben Biddiscombe
Colin David Hutchinson
Jason Todd Meyers
Tim Tilbury
John Bradley Wiles

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
Michael Hicks
Helen Rizvi
Certificate I in Business
Regina Rankine

Certificate I in Hospitality
Jemima Bigg
Joshua Blain
Caitlin Connor
Hayley Jade Curtis
Madelyn Davies
Sian Dinhah
Kasey Louise Honsa
Allanah Jansons
Beatrice Jeavons
Sasha Kleeman
Tasmin Jodie Saint
Chin-Yurn Yeh

Certificate I in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Roxannia Amagula
Trevan Anderson
Katelyn Bara
Suzanne Bara
Aleesha Barlow
Mitchell Barra
Helma Bernard
Amanda Bill
Marrazita Bill
Nikayla Brooks
Rebekah Bruyn
Rriwandi Burarrwanga
Bradley Robert Bush
Alex Butler
Anna Codervall
Denise Cooper
Kerriann Cooper
Kerry Edwards
Matthew Enever
Delia Gay Farlam
Jazzlynn Fletcher
Joel Robert Flirt
Danielle Foster
Magdalene Foster
Joanne Fuller
Abdul Karim Ghavami
Patricia Anne Gilchrist
Keeley Inez Greenslade
Lloyd Jefrey Griffin
Martin Grosshans
Memawuy Gumana
Eryn Hansen
Grant Hanson
Kaitllyn Harmson
Allana Hartley
Stephen Hawkins
Bev Hillier
Ethan Hood
Kaye Hood
Astrid Jaspers
Kayla Johnson
Georgia Kearns
Sheere Kingston

Joel William Lawton
Shane Lee
Isacc Limerick
Bhakti Maya Mainaly Dhamala
Alexander Mamarika
Davis Mamarika
Glenda Mamarika
Janita Mamarika
Josh Mamarika
Shehama Mamarika
Ted Maralngura
Alison Yalwundi Marika
Munrrkitj Marika
Shannon James Mattinson
Jordan James Philip Matts
Malumin Maymura
Herbert Maymurn
Walkuli Maymuru
Nasim Luke McCormack
Justin McGrath
Gawiyi Mununggurr
Gonybi Mununggurr
Nyemburr Roselyn Mununggurr
Shaun Murray Joseph Narkle
Mason Neade
Lisa Anne Newman
Mark James Newman
Mervin Ngalmi
Joey Nish
Paulette Noonan
Jodie Norris
Katrienne Nungunajbarr
Chloe Elizabeth Parkinson
Jemma Paterson
Melissa Anne Patterson
Esmeralda Philmac
Jay Ragurk
Naomi Ramlah
Menuka Rasalii
Leneice Raymond
Alex Riches
Aaron Patrick Roberts
Matthew Reger
Laura Scoggins
Penny Selfe
Nadia Marie Sinkovich
Maggie Steyn
Tamika Chantell Thomas
Ivan Thompson
John Thorley-Taylor
Nylung Wanamb
Leonie Leanne Williams
Kylie Rose Wright
Joy Margaret Wurraramara
Jaydon Wurraramarra
Nelisha Wurrawilya
Veronica Wurrawilya
Letoriya Yulidsirri
Certificate I in Information Technology
Roger Battison
Zola Anne Bentley
Neeri Bhagi
Rizalina Inocalla Capaque
Sylvia Caroca
Joanne Deuble
Michael Dunlop
Wendy Joy Evans
Isabel Galvez
Brigitte Grahl
Alfred Thomas Greaney
Natasha Lea Hagan
Sanjay Harmer
Mia Harmsen
Laurence Yui Wai Ho
George Hofling
Philip David Ivezic
Samea Mohammed
Vouch Hour Ngoun
Jodii Scully
Sharon Jean Smith
Gordon John Stewart
Paul Eric Thorne
Raphael Tsakrios
Maxine Gaye Williams

Certificate II in Business
Wilhelmina Abbott
Natalie Blott
Vanessa Anne Cole
Kumsia Nancy David
Eden Arana Gill
George Jerue
Tashina Rose McCubbin
David Dhangatji Mununggurr
Dela Naykuna Meredith Mununggurr
Jacqueline Frances Peckham
Kelly Marie Phillips
Allysha Theodora Randall
Kelli L Salam
Thomas Schobben
Chonntel Alma-Lee Vea Vea

Certificate I in Retail Services
Thomasina Merle Assan
Pamela Brooks
Daryl Scott Daniels
Janine Darcy
Lynnette Jane De Santis
Megan Emitja
Nicholas Hoenan
Graham Joran
Bronwyn Lankin
Ned Munkanome
Thien Nguyen
Molly Rose Skipsey
Naomi Frances Spratt
Kym Stuart
Terry Tipiloura

Certificate I in Tourism
(Clarens Indigenous Culture)
Clifford Edwards
Noelene Edwards
Maria Jimmy
Daniel Law
Roynash Roy

Certificate II in Hospitality
Callum Bateman
Jemima Bigg
Joshua Blain
Caitlin Connor
Casey Lynette Constable
Hayley Jade Curtis
Justin De Costa
Sian Dinhm
Anh Hung Do
Alexandra Douvartzidis
Allie Keslyn Dudgeon
Angelina Jane Franklin
Angelina Gibson
Alicia-Michalina Hannuscheck
Kasey Louise Honsa
Jacinta House
Allanah Jansons
Beatrice Jeavons
Stephanie Leigh Johansson
Sasha Kleeman
Zoe Lang
Kevin Mooney
Tasmin Jodie Saint
Kathleen Sherrin
Huy Quang Tran
Lauren Marie Wilson
Jessica Wright

Certificate II in Hospitality
(Kitchen Operations)
Carl Clifton Beauglehall

Certificate II in Retail
Lily Grace Andrews
Kirsti Lee Angove
Hayley Turtleby
Certificate II in Tourism
Brooke Andrews
Chantelle Louise Maie Ashley
Ashleigh Nicole Casey
Amy Lea Di Donna
Reece Andrew Harley
Erika Hawkins
Rachel Sarah Marie Heller
Joshua Hindle
Craig Marshall
Sharon Lynett Martin
Toni Louise McCarthy
Kate Maree Murphy
Chloe Michelle Newman
Louise Jane Robertson
Bradley Sayer
Emily Michelle Schluter
Taylor-Jane Searle
Georgie Clare Turner

Certificate III in Business
Melinda Jane Bridge
Jodie Anne Brown
Kristy Nicole Councillor
Denise Coxon
Alex Dorothy Crisp
Rangga Daranindra
Nelies Stien Karubaba
Sara Louise Kavanagh
Xu Li
Hermanus Magal
Bukhosi Msimanga
Deni Ranasinghe
Maria Raquel Schloss
Kyra Lynne Steele
Imran Khan Sulehria
Alisha Sullivan
Alice Tulukava Taumalolo
Kara Tovey-Smith
Joseva Tuisuva
Man Siu Wong
Nafees Yousaf

Certificate III in Business Administration
Denise Coxon
Nina Stephanie Lade
Maria Raquel Schloss

Certificate III in Events
Dianna Lee

Certificate III in Financial Services (Accounts Clerical)
Muhammad Aqib
Kathryn Barton
Naomi Andrea Berriman
Janine Elizabeth Bridge
Daniel Daryabor
Natalie Leona De Costa
Carolyn Anne Forrest
Rapeeporn Gibson
Maria Guida

Certificate III in Hospitality
Christopher Ron Bolbor
Angela Kathleen Alice Crichton
Ma Dolly Erecido
Paul Colin Finch
Tanya Johnson
Jae Woo Joo
Huda Krahothong
Hayley Vanessa Luff
Paramjeet Main
Carlo Roy Malig
Joy Camille Malig

Certificate III in Food Processing (Retail Baking - Combined)
Pitawan Pongsongmuang

Certificate III in Hairdressing
Teresa Ann Betts
Sally Anne Condon
Lien Thi Kim Do
Demi-Elle Renee Earle
Hayley Fowler
Cathy Lee Frost
Elle Seketa Konieczny
Josie-Ann Tognolini
Alycia Ann Wetoring

Certificate III in Tourism
Brooke Andrews
Chantelle Louise Maie Ashley
Ashleigh Nicole Casey
Amy Lea Di Donna
Reece Andrew Harley
Erika Hawkins
Rachel Sarah Marie Heller
Joshua Hindle
Craig Marshall
Sharon Lynett Martin
Toni Louise McCarthy
Kate Maree Murphy
Chloe Michelle Newman
Louise Jane Robertson
Bradley Sayer
Emily Michelle Schluter
Taylor-Jane Searle
Georgie Clare Turner

Certificate III in Business
Melinda Jane Bridge
Jodie Anne Brown
Kristy Nicole Councillor
Denise Coxon
Alex Dorothy Crisp
Rangga Daranindra
Nelies Stien Karubaba
Sara Louise Kavanagh
Xu Li
Hermanus Magal
Bukhosi Msimanga
Deni Ranasinghe
Maria Raquel Schloss
Kyra Lynne Steele
Imran Khan Sulehria
Alisha Sullivan
Alice Tulukava Taumalolo
Kara Tovey-Smith
Joseva Tuisuva
Man Siu Wong
Nafees Yousaf

Certificate III in Business Administration
Denise Coxon
Nina Stephanie Lade
Maria Raquel Schloss

Certificate III in Events
Dianna Lee

Certificate III in Financial Services (Accounts Clerical)
Muhammad Aqib
Kathryn Barton
Naomi Andrea Berriman
Janine Elizabeth Bridge
Daniel Daryabor
Natalie Leona De Costa
Carolyn Anne Forrest
Rapeeporn Gibson
Maria Guida

Certificate III in Hospitality
Christopher Ron Bolbor
Angela Kathleen Alice Crichton
Ma Dolly Erecido
Paul Colin Finch
Tanya Johnson
Jae Woo Joo
Huda Krahothong
Hayley Vanessa Luff
Paramjeet Main
Carlo Roy Malig
Joy Camille Malig
Kelly Sheryl Martin
Daryn Stuart McPhee
Rajimoh Anak Sabod
Timea Sulomar
Shannon Jean Trudgett
Claire Margaret Wallace

Certificate III in Hospitality (Commercial Cookery)
Ching-Chieh Chen
Robert Anthony Chandler
Ingolf Eigenwillig
Albert Kurien Sony
Nelson Landong
Ban Lee Lim
Roberto Lingad
Albert Liu Santos
Grant Adam McGregor
Richard Montgomery-Quin
Anh Que Ngo
Aiyie Opolat
Luke Matthew Reeves
Genevie Reyno
Ressel Say
Carla Margaret Smith
Patricia Mary Smith
Darren Maxwell Spires
Arvee Vasquez
Zoe Jean Helen Whittington
Hashika Udayangani Wickramasinghe
Wickramasinghe Mudiyanelage

Certificate III in Information Technology
Joshua Malcolm Auld
Alison Stephanie Burke
Jason David Byster
Jose Da Silva
Jake David Falkenberg
Jade Guest
John Hui
Dale Alan Jefferson
Rowan Kendall
I Gusti Ayu Putu Lacha Sukma Dewi
Matthew Maher
Amos Gregory Mengel
Jess Michael Mulkerrins
Grant Rico Nery
Ivan Febrian Rachman
Kylie Maree Rautoka
Brendan Scott Schafer
Daniel Patrick Shanahan
Giuliano Spinna
Jarryd Sullivan
Adam Christopher Tooms

Certificate III in Library/Information Services
Terasa LeeNearmy
Trevor Rex Charles Wright

Certificate III in Retail
Danny Arnold
Dionne Maree Dos Reis
Carla Anne Madison
Trinh Thuy Pham-Vu

Certificate III in Tourism (Guiding)
Simone Fiona Johnson
Andrew Scott Taig

Certificate III in Tourism (Retail Travel Sales)
Chloe Louise Unwin

Certificate IV in Business
Janelle Ainsley
Mohammed Shadab Ali
Anderson Kened Alves De Oliveira
Natividad Angco
Hassan Baydoun
Christina Erb
Mostafa Hamadi
Candice Jacqueline Tahlenie Hayes
Yasmeen Kad
Carine Kapiamba Tshimbu
Nelies Stien Karubaba
Salumisha Meeran
Wanita Paki

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Natividad Angco
Carol-Anne Gibson
Amanda McLean
Jane Kathleen Robertson

Certificate IV in Financial Services (Accounting)
Rebecca Louise Beaumont
Peter John Cobern
Ute Cynie-Pollig
Glynnis Few
Jodi Leanne Fisher
Kelly Leanne Fullwood
Maria Guida
Laura Johanna Kittela
Leanne Kay Lane
Rachel Marree Ligteringen
Catharina Maree Neve
Genevieve Suzanne Stone

Certificate IV in Financial Services (Bookkeeping)
Manon Wynne Clifton
Faye Ellen Dickman
Glynnis Few
Kelly Leanne Fullwood
Narelle Gilmore
Leanne Kay Lane
Catharina Maree Neve
Chi Hoa Thi
Certificate IV in Government
(Investigation)
Marisa Hislop
Caroline Holdstock
Karen Ann Lamont
Brendan William Walker-Munro

Certificate IV in Hairdressing
Caitlyn Ashleigh McLaughlin

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Tara Jade Alexander
Corinne Ann Bruce
Peter Mark Carlyle
Shinyoun Choi
Jenna Louise Pearson

Certificate IV in Hospitality
(Commercial Cookery)
Phillip Neal Cox

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Afia Duah
Megan Nicole Duffield
Carol-Ann Gibson
Michelle Theresa Halprin
Joseph Sabu Mowaey

Certificate IV in Information Technology
(General)
Damien John Shaw

Certificate IV in Library/Information Services
Ellen Voi Brown
Elisabet Reiten-Griffith

Certificate IV in Project Management
Susanne Brutsch
Mark Allan Hastings
Aroha Janet Mary Jennings
Sashi Kiran
Belinda Jane Menzies

Certificate IV in Small Business Management
Emine Nazmiye Guzel

Certificate IV in Tourism (Guiding)
Stephen William Wright

Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Wendy Allen
Maxine Lynette Atkinson
Gabriela Avram
Ann Bartholomeusz
Judith Lorraine Bell
Sarah Berg
Nicholas John Bewg
Julian Terrance Bishop
Kate Ellen Brown
Daniel Browne

Aster Chaplin
Kevin Chittick
Robert John Christie
Colleen Alma Cleaver
Darling Angelina Iduyan Cockburn
Louise Jessie Cooke
Simon Cooper
Eric Richard Corpus
Mark Joseph Cosgrove
Adrian Brace Couchman
Angela Jill Crisp
Jennifer Cunningham
Leonard De Souza
Barbara Anne Dempster
Michael Dunlop
Desleigh Rae Dunnett
Sonia Meria Dutton
Fiona-Leigh Edwards
Tamara Fern
Diane Susan Fieldhouse
Louise Flaherty
Robert Edward Fuller
Tanya Lee Gardner
Cain Gilmour
William Edward Gobbert
Leanne Kym Griffiths
June Elizabeth Grills
Trudy Ann Guiney
Sophie Hall-Aspland
Chureerat Haq
Tiffany Anne Haritos
Richard James Hayes
Shayne Head
Taryn Giselle Hendricks
Martyn Hill
Gary Thomas Hillen
Mark Hilton
Patricia Kate Hodge
Bevan Keith Holmes
Kristine Holmes
Lee Hunt
Lorraine Anne Jackson
Yomei Margaret Jones
Jillian Lee Kennedy
Daniel John Kimberley
Andrew James King
Sashi Kiran
Adrienne Alice Kneebone
Murray Lauritsen
Donna Terese Lemon
Beverley Liddy
Garry William Lindner
Shae Lukas
Gregory William Lyne
Suzi Lyon
Inga Eileen MacFarlane
Robert Mackie
Linda Manning
Amy Louise Martin
Raelene Elizabeth Martin
Jody Therese Mathers
Amanda McMillan
Grant Leigh Alan McMurtrie
Melanie Jane Meng
Mary Louise Michie
Jessica Kate Moffatt
Irene Moran
Jill Suzanne Mortimer
Linda Anne Murie
Amanda Murray
Eddie Neblett
Robin Ness
Joanne Tanya Newcastle
William Keith Norrie
Beverley Anne O'Connell
Rykia Renee Paterson
Averill Ruth Piers-Blundell
Travis Mark Pollard
Margrit Rechsteiner
Amy Rose Rudolph
Phillip Walter Ryder
Michael David Salter
Wesley Sandilands
Clement William Satour
Cauvery Shambu K
Brendan James Sheridan
Patricia Alison Slocum
Henry Smith
Merrilyn Spencer
Kylene St George
Allira Stuart
Christopher Tan
Toni Tapp Coutts
Brian William Teagle
Rebecca Lee Vivian
Troy James Walker
Troy Anthony Walsh
Sigrid Walter
Benjamin John Ward
Neil Kenneth Watson
Bronte Kempster Way
Marion Judith Weatherley
Christine Ann Whalan
Jeffrey Wilson
Mark Darren Woodall
Susan Marie Wright

Diploma of Hospitality
Emilda Charista Cindy Pratiwi
Aurore Marie Bayle
Pawan Deep Isher
Frankie Lord Landayto
Paul Lemuel Malinao
Rebecca Jayne McCaig
Wigustri Sedirohana
Bhajan Singh
Colin James Ward

Diploma of Human Resources Management
Ruth Leigh Debuque
Mary Hutchins
Claire Usher

Diploma of Management
Sarah Jean Hanks
Caroline Morrissey
Ray Simpson

Diploma of Project Management
Michael John Ashton
Donna Lee Brougham
Neil Joseph Clarke
Shin Ngei Ling
Malcolm Ian McIntosh
Brett Glen McManus
Nursanti Diah Nugraeni
Christian O’Malley
Shital Vaghela
Stuart William Wright

Diploma of Business
Deborah Carr
Louisa Lolita Manning-Watson
Tuan Ta
Niken Triharmeyianti

Diploma of Business Administration
Aline Kelly Miller
Joanna Helen Wood
Faculty of Law, Business and Arts

Certificate II in Clothing Production (Intermediate)
Olivia Agostini
Kimberly Graham
Georgia Hawkins

Certificate II in Visual Art and Contemporary Craft
Doris Elkedra

Certificate III in Media
Karina Jessica Picard Brierley

Certificate III in Music
Tharron Robert Edward Mogridge

Certificate IV in Design
Andrew Orville Wentzel

Certificate IV in Visual Arts and Contemporary Craft
Gemma Kate Hutton
Ryan Medicott

Bachelor of Accounting
Joanne Hall
Mercedelin Proepper
Jane Ruparananga
Zi Liang Zeng

Bachelor of Arts
Amanda Jane Albert
Bradley John Bennett
Majella Joan Bowden
Anna Margaret Dowd
Terri Mulqueen
Lauren Amber O’Malley
Caryl Ann Tsangaris
Tomek Karol Wolny

Bachelor of Business
Fahad Iftekhar Alam
Patricia Thelma Byrne
Gift Chidzumo
Geraldine Debuque
Rufaro Samantha Gasura
Diane Louise Green
Fanny Hermanus
Linda Jen Lay
Kim Marie Lock
Helen Mary McIntosh
David Napitupulu
Hannah Elizabeth Rostron
George Howard Jun-Xiong Tan
David Tang
Shane Gregory Thornton
Samantha Jane Tinkham
Belinda Veen

Bachelor of Business in Tourism Management
Susann Regel

Bachelor of Commerce
Yuan Chen
Huiyun Chu
Jiaqi Deng
Hui Ting Huang
Xiaolu Ji
Shanjie Ke
Doyong Kim
Phillip Lay
Meng Li
Juan Yang
Rong Yang
Yin Yin
Dennis Yu
Shuman Zhou

Bachelor of Communication
Elizabeth Marie Collins
Sheena Joanne Dunne

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Communication)
Julianne Mae Therese Valles

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Music)
Robert Thomas Kuhne

Bachelor of Design
Alan Maher

Bachelor of Laws
Amanda Jane Albert
Shaun Samuel Eckert
Mark Adam Freer
James Francis Gosley
Trendafil Stoyanov Hasarliev
Anastasia Kontzionis
Kirby Larissa Lawler
Kevin William Leighton
Kate Misawa
Rachel Louise Pridham
Katherine Ellen Proctor

Bachelor of Music
Jodie Lee North

Bachelor of Visual Arts
Daniela Imelda Eugster

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division B
Christopher Ross Adams

Bachelor of Arts with Second Class Honours, Division A
Asriana Kebon
Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division A
Martin Robert Aust
Michael William Podgorny
Anita Elizabeth Ward

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries with First Class Honours
Anna Christine Reynolds

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Jason Lee Thomson

Graduate Certificate in Public Governance
Sharon Elizabeth Francis
Andrew Charles Plaisted

Graduate Diploma in Information and Knowledge Management
Bandana Koirala

Graduate Diploma in Languages
Yvonne Vrodos-Magoulas

Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice
Mo Kham Hom Aughterson
Bridgid Kathleen Rose Cowling
Romany Tauber

Master of Business Administration
Ramninder Singh
Veronica Canlas
Rina Victoria Cruz
Gamage Himali Sugamya Amaratunge De Costa
Peechaya Drapayasarn
James Anthony Hislop
Mugove Munamati
Yashodha Khadka Pandey
Karuna Mohani Singh

Master of International Management
Lorraine Ann Corowa
Judith Anne Hancock
Liborio Pereira

Master of Professional Accounting
Veronica Canlas
Rina Victoria Cruz
Gamage Himali Sugamya Amaratunge De Costa
Mugove Munamati
Yashodha Khadka Pandey
Jie Yang

Master of Public Governance
Zhedong Wang

Doctor of Business Administration
Jean-Luc Revel
Diploma of Engineering
Lyell Douglas Embery
Brian Ulf Helenius
Dean Francis O’Brien

Bachelor of Behavioural Science
Frances Mary Davis
Sompit Laemthonglang
Sevastianna Redwood
Rhani Jade Roberts

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Ann Thuy Tran

Bachelor of Children’s Services
Linda Jane Claxton
Lilmina Anicet Wall

Bachelor of Education
Majella Joan Bowden
Hayley Frances Currington
Nathan Dutch
Michelle Peta Hickey
Bernadette Krnjic
Jessica Faye Laruffa
Belinda Lee
Rachel Simone Lim
Erin Louise Mettam
Steven Oliver
Mark Andrew Renner
Reginald Samuel Rose
Julie Veronica Whatley

Bachelor of Engineering
Kieran Leslie Blackburn
Charles Arthur Cole
Timothy Cooper
Nicholas Joseph James McKenna

Bachelor of Environmental Science
Nigel Conrad Herbert
Danielle Jane Leeheane
Wendy May Welsh

Bachelor of Environmental Science
(Environmental Management)
Tamara Anne Baldock
Stacey Paula Carnogoy
Jyoti Choudhary
Amanda Michele Peterson
Renee Charlotte Reti

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science
Kelly Marie Edney

Bachelor of Humanitarian and Community Studies
Anjea Lena Travers

Bachelor of Information Technology
B P Bhandari
Glenn William Bradley
Barry Graeme Clarke
Kieran Emery Johnson
Evelyn Ocampo
Nicklas Teisner Pedersen
Resham Ramjali

Bachelor of Nursing
Julie Anne Alldridge
Norelle Christine Arkcoll
Timothy John Barrett
Laura Helen Barton
Claire Eileen Bathgate
Leanne Maree Brown
Troy Andrew Bryan
Donna Maree Buck
Kathryn Denise Burnett
Natalie Anne Byrde
Sharni Kathleen Cardona
Leilani Bulong Castillo
Renate Bettina Cook
Nicole Lesley Cooper
Martina Clare Cotton
John Craig Cunningham
Alexandra De Lima
Chantal Carine Delhaye
Agnes Nuala Doyle
Manyuan Dulleh
Kyatta Marie Theresa Dunn
Claire Joan Ellington
Iain Richard Emerson
Linda Michelle Ergovic
Garry Estandarte
Deborah Louise Eveleigh
Terri Ann Goff
Jennifer Marie Hall
Kim Hawke
Tara Clair Holmes
Sharon Kylie Jarvis
Jennifer Helen Jeremic
Natalie Jane Joseph
Janice Kruger
Kate Rose Kutzner
Natasha Anne Lacey
Muna Lungeli
Maria Luz Edessa MacAlos
Catherine Colleen MacLeod
Phillipa Stacey Masora
Perpetua Mukatsa
Nerida Helen Nagtegaal
Alison Louise Neale
Sushma Neupane
Henry Millndra Nilkare
Danee Frances O’Connor
Abraham Busuyi Olurunnife
Sandra Lee Osborne
Margot Paynter
Kerry Faye Piasecki
Lisa Preradovic
Shelley Lorraine Pugh
Faculty of Education, Health and Science

Kamala Pun
Coral Anne Rees
Caroline Joy Rogers
Rebecca Kate Rose
Peter James Round
Rebekah Maree Saunders
Kasey Marie Scholes
Paula Anne Scholte
Lourdes Micheline Scurry
Mardi Maree Sinclair
Moana Dolores Smith
Lillian Pauline Specziali
Susan Mwaniki Starling
Monica Szkiubik
Ivy Valerrie Tabuc
Leanne Judith Taylor
Kim-Marie Tilling
Jana Elizabeth Triebels
Kim Maree Valentine
Michelle Frances Warren
Maureen Gloyer Waters
Caroline Robina Wright

Bachelor of Pharmacy
Amber Cooper Milne

Bachelor of Science
Sharon Byrne
Suzanne Petronella Cooper
Liam Francis Manning
Reginald Samuel Rose

Bachelor of Social Work
Dominic Moana Murray

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Judith Lillian Armstrong
Ryan James Baker
Lisa Maree Bianchi
Suzanne Nguyen Burgess
Susan Nancy Coleiro
Emily Anne Hehir
Mallika Jane Henderson
Rhiannon May Hill
Evangelia Antonia Lagoudis
Andrew David Martin
Mary Elizabeth McCarthy
Marion Paterson McDonald
Jane Anne McQueen
Katherine Mirabella
Dorothea Lucianna Nazzaro
Marlene Ann Organ
Nicola Ann Ripley
Tracy Mary Jane Roberts

Bachelor of Behavioural Science with Second Class Honours, Division B
Lynette Christina Edna McKee
Jenny Esther Ward

Bachelor of Engineering with Second Class Honours, Division B
Phillip Lay

Bachelor of Engineering with Second Class Honours, Division A
Simon To Niam

Bachelor of Science with First Class Honours
Luke David Heames
Alice Claire Leppitt
Donald Lindsay

Graduate Certificate in Accelerated Literacy
Christine Esmee Bell
Bianca Louise Lally
Kerry Ann Marshall
Georgina Mattig
Alec James Ward

Graduate Certificate in Education
Marcel John Bruyn
Julie Elise Fraser
Denise Horvath
Lea Kirsty Pennicott
Bronwyn Lisa Shearer

Graduate Certificate of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Stephanie Bouchouca
Natalie Milic
Ricardo Santa

Graduate Diploma in Psychology
Mark Gary Taylor

Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Tanveer Banu
Djirilina Boost
Samuel Richard Bright
Sharon Francesca Brissoni-Beven
Kate Elise Burkandt
Rebecca Louise Burns
Christine Helen Chestnutt
Carolyn Chizmey
Michael Cimarosti
Theresa Lee Clarke
Katie Louise Crisp
Angela Kate Davies
Philip Tari Denson
Laura Grace England
Mark James Ewing
Nada Marija Gobin
Susan Julie Gray
Aaron John Haines
Emma Joy Hanson
Julie Horn
Hugh Robert Hunter
Jonathan Charles Ingram
Allison Gail Jackson  
Kavita Jain  
Alta Ollie Johnstone  
Leah Catherine Mannion  
James Dean Marin  
Huong Tien Nguyen  
Timothy Edward Reilly  
Jane Elizabeth Relph  
Elissa Jane Rummery  
Cameron Peter Sanderson  
Natalie Kate Schwarzman  
Melissa Joy Shipham  
Stephanie Anne Smith  
Jan Sroczynski  
Veronica Rose Swart  
Meagan Twining  
Joey Uddon  
Brigette Vallance  
Ruan Van Der Merwe  
Melanie Rebecca Voakes  
Daniel Bryn Wallace  
Ruth Elisabeth Watson  
Kirsty Jayne Wirth  
Deborah Lee Workman  
Kayren Ann Yarrow  
Hiba Yusuf

**Master of Applied Linguistics**  
Jo Anne Canlas

**Master of Education**  
Craig Glen Coley  
Michelle Kathryn Dos Santos  
James Gerard Faraone  
Colin William Free  
Roger Sellar  
Christine Margaret Tayler

**Master of Engineering Management**  
Jaime Leano Herrera Jr  
Jericho Guilas  
Minh Triet Tran

**Master of Information Technology Management**  
Mylene Gamuza  
Liju Mathew Lukose  
Katherine Dinah McCarthy  
Pattanaphong Promarak  
Krishnan Raman
Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health
Loren Ann Andrews
Christine Anne Booth
Bree Richelle Burke
Rebecca Cooney
Paula Harrison
Helen Margaret Morris
Debbie Maree Smith
Jessica Eloise Talimalie
Anissa Thompson
Katherine Mary Webster

Graduate Diploma in Midwifery
Naomi Jane Clark
Megan Elizabeth Cunliffe
Rosie Downing
Natalie Deanne Finlay
Phoebe Louise Jamieson
Loraine Kelpie
Grazina Joana Zofia Kymantas
Noelene Gaye Larmour
Jane Livissianos
Susan Maree McDowell

Graduate Diploma in Midwifery Studies
Rosemary Weckert

Graduate Diploma in Nursing
Elsy John Kanjiramthanam

Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Jeanette Marie Boland
Angela Devis Booth
Hazel Clarke
Chontel Patricia Gibson
Nigel Justin Green

Master of Health Practice (Nurse Practitioner)
Kerry Ann Sims
Deborah Ann Spurgeon

Master of Nursing
Nancy Nyambura Karanja

Master of Public Health
Margaret Stewart
Bachelor of Indigenous Cultures and Resource Management
Desmond John O’Brien

Graduate Diploma in Australian Indigenous Knowledges
Phillip Richard Denniston
Congratulations on the completion of your award from Charles Darwin University. I hope you will never forget your time with us and I encourage you to stay in touch with us as you continue through your life journey.

I wish you every success in your future endeavours and encourage you to contribute to the Alumni web site and University publications. We would be delighted if you would share your experiences of the University, future career achievements and personal triumphs.

Charles Darwin University Alumni has been set up to support and promote the interests of our graduates, and to foster an environment where members can contribute to the future of the University. The Alumni also provides a professional and social connection for all people who have contributed to Charles Darwin University.

Alumni membership is free. Alumni registration can be done online through the Alumni website at www.cdu.edu.au/alumni

On behalf of the Alumni and the University, I welcome you into the Alumni family and I look forward to continuing our relationship with you.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Hon. Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
The Australian Federation of University Women (Northern Territory) Inc (AFUW-NT) provided assistance in gowning for the Graduation ceremony this evening.

This is a fund-raising activity providing scholarships for Northern Territory, and now East Timorese, women students. We offer three $1000 scholarships annually in the Northern Territory – one each to an undergraduate, a postgraduate and one identified for an Indigenous woman student. Three scholarships are offered to women studying at the Universidade Nacional Timor Leste, Dili. For images of presentation ceremonies in Darwin and Dili, please visit the website listed below.

The AFUW NT Scholarships are offered in association with the CDU Foundation.

AFUW-NT is a member of the Federal Council of the Australian Federation of Graduate Women Inc (AFGW Inc). AFGW Inc joined the International Federation of University Women (IFUW) in 1924. IFUW has NGO status with the United Nations, and is a voice for graduate women, promoting the advancement of women worldwide and their equal opportunity through initiatives in education, welfare, friendship, the environment and peace.

Membership in AFGW Inc is open to all women who hold an undergraduate degree or its equivalent from a University anywhere in the world. Employment in a University or any other location is not a requirement.

AFGW Inc administers some $400,000 in scholarship funds nationally, and has Standing Committees on education, youth, international issues, the environment and peace. AFGW Inc is a member of the Women’s Alliances established by the Federal Government to advise on women’s perspectives on rural, economic, human rights and health issues.

If you would like to know more about AFUW-NT, visit these websites:
AFUW-NT Inc: www.afuw-nt.org.au
AFUW Inc : www.afuw.org.au
IFUW: www.ifuw.org

If you are interested in joining AFUW-NT please talk to us at the Graduation Ceremony, or email Penny Wurm (penny.wurm@cdu.edu.au), Christine Silvester (christinesilvester1@hotmail.com) or Kerin Coulehan (coulehan@bigpond.com.au ).